REJECTED!
What does a victim do when they have exhausted all options to get freedom that
America is supposed to represent? Malicious judges have the power to maliciously slander a
victim with false information and wrongfully incarcerate them. The judges can reject the laws,
statutes, and even the United States Constitution without any consequence to them.
The judges have vindictively refused to correct their errors that the common citizen can
easily comprehend. One judge said it could be a mistake but it is not an error! The same judge
declared that even if the pastor or a principal beat someone else’s child with sawed-off golf
clubs, that he does not even consider that to be child abuse! Another judge deprived me of my
scheduled hearing when she ran out of the court room as I entered it, and simply had me arrested
and incarcerated.
All politicians point to the judicial branch for a remedy. The Judicial Commission refused
to consider that there was any judicial misconduct. All appeal courts reject the case. All the
Federal courts reject this case since judges have immunity from lawsuit and the state (which is
the employer) is not a person and therefore is untouchable. HOW IS THIS ANY DIFFERENT
THAN A JUDICIAL DICTATORSHIP??? I am too broke to hire an attorney. I am restricted
from getting a public defender since it is either a Family case or a Civil case which both types do
not get one. I also am not an attorney but am forced to fend for myself under this dictatorship.
The final Court of last resort – The United States Supreme Court, has also

rejected to look at the mistakes. I am a born American citizen who has been deprived

the Constitutional rights of a fair trial. What would you do if you got framed with an income of
double of what the IRS considered you at? What would you do if you had to pay child support on
that amount paying on eleven children which is also a mistake? (I do NOT have 11 children)
What would you do if the judges refused to correct the errors even though you alerted them to
the truth? What would you do if you would have gotten incarcerated for a year already because
of the judge’s mistakes? WOULD YOU START BURNING THE FLAG since the freedom it
is supposed to represent has been deprived from you? HOW VIOLENT WOULD YOU
GET if the mistakes have not been corrected yet and you are facing jail again?
I dread the thought of burning the flag- but spending years in judicial affliction and
incarceration is NOT American liberty or freedom either. Do I refrain from doing the
despicable so that I can “enjoy” the freedom of the American jails?

WHAT  SHOULD  I  DO???

